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Minnesota Environmental Quality Board 

Strategic Planning 

June 16, 2011 

 

Meeting Notes 

What legacy do you want to leave the State of Minnesota in the area of 

environmental policy? 
 To bring together group with opposing visions on environmental policy and craft a single 

perspective; 

 Develop a framework to build upon for effective, efficient decisions based on sound science; 

 Create a structure of checks and balances on environmental policy that says in place beyond 

partisan political changes; 

 Stewardship; to have a foundation for an environmental roadmap that sets priorities and  leads 

towards a clean energy economy; 

 Leave things better for future generations; what is best for society and economy; 

 Create policy to leave the greatest public value for the state (as determined by the state) 

 Work together and have the variety of interests protected; 

 Define what our land and water look like: clean water and land, informed citizens, efficient in 

implementation, seamless delivery of services; 

 Establish environmental mechanisms that are: coordinated, efficient, vital, easily understood, 

nation-leading; 

 Did it work? Were they smart? Did it anticipate what is coming? 

 Make an investment in Minnesota; a coordinated effort in a competitive environment that allows 

for predictability of actions; 

 Policy that would protect and enhance the health of all Minnesotans in a socially just fashion. 

 

 

What’s your vision for effective executive branch coordination on environmental 

issues? 
 
Address the environmental policy (clearing house) versus project work (doing house) question  

 

Public awareness and buy-in 

 Public satisfaction with policy; public buy-in; yardstick to measure? 

 Citizen engaged study coordination 

 Recognize political reality (or not!) 

 Uniform enforcement 

 Sustainable solutions  

  

Just do it  

 Set outcomes and priorities; identify strategies and tasks; coordinate jurisdictions; project 

management structure for positive action 

 Big thoughts and big ideas that get somewhere 

 Thirty-two months 
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 Staff able to coordinate resources; if given responsibility for projects knowing where to go and 

how to utilize agency resources 

 Staffed by practitioners 

 

Understand, address and communicate environmental implications of decisions  

 Outcomes express the “State of the Environment” 

 Environmental notes (like fiscal notes) 

 Environmental issues are a priority of Administration 

 Owner of CIA (Cumulative Impact Analysis) and AA (Alternatives Analysis) 

 Understand and address implications of decisions 

 

Gather public input to influence decisions 

 Clear coordination with stakeholder : legislature, citizens, non-profits, businesses; communication 

channels 

 Community advisory committee 

 Open informed debate 

 Means of engaging broader group of stakeholders in defining environmental vision; role for 

“neutral” to facilitate discussions  

  

Define clear roles and responsibilities to clarify structure and formalize interactions 

 Formalize interactions 

 Whether through EQB or other – coordinate; someone owns it and it has a structure 

 Established mechanism (whether EQB or not) for all agencies to work to define unified vision 

 Environmental sub-cabinet 

 Define who are responsible (role, responsibilities, and expectations)  parties for policy; who are 

the players  

 

Anticipate proactively environmental outcomes by “defining” (stewardship of and enlarging) the 

sweet spot (where society, economy and environment converge) 

 Publisher of long-range statements 

 Holistic thinking 

 That we anticipate proactively environmental issues; otherwise happens by default in one-off 

situations, often at legislature 

 Conflict resolution between competing social, cultural, economic and environment (techno-legal) 

 Thirty-two months  

 

Coordinate environmental vision 

 Ensure there is a conversation around efficiency and coordination 

 Define unified administration environmental vision; speak with one voice on environmental 

issues 

 Effective communication between state agencies 

 Clear decision points and decision maker (Governor?) 
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What are the gaps between our vision and current reality? 

 If the vision is not done by the EQB now, who is doing it? 

 Individual agencies are not coordinating with other agencies 

 The EQB is not giving advice to . . . 

 The visibility of the EQB is not high, they are not leading (not communicating) 

 Currently there is some coordination at the staff (tactical) level based on topic but not at the 

strategic level 

 Politics, political nature of these issues and not having political support 

 Reactive – responding to legislative initiatives rather than proactively bringing legislation 

 No leadership on environmental policy 

 Energy by agencies to do something (at the strategic level) 

 

What do we need to do to bridge the gaps? 

 What does it take to do a scope and purpose for the EQB? 

 Does the policy in place make sense? What is missing? . . . in statute?  . . . as directed to do? 

What can we do first? 

  Define what the EQB is AND is not. 

 Run agency legislative initiatives by the EQB in the fall of 2011 

 Do a study on an environmental initiative – pick one and do it well; pick the economic future of 

Northeast Minnesota as a topic 

 Start discussions with Governor on environmental policies that impact multiple agencies; get 

Governor’s buy-in; create a two-way dialog 

 How do environmental initiatives fit or interact with the Governor’s other initiatives on quality 

work and organization analysis and enterprise assistance 

 Recognize the value of early wins, early achievements 

 Then market those achievements 

 

Next steps 

 

Action Timing 

 

1.  Discuss/determine how Governor wants to have discussion about 

environmental priorities for multi-agency state initiatives 

 

August 2011 

2. Agencies identify environmental working priorities  

a. Top priorities 

b. Top initiatives 

 

August/September 

2011 

3. EQB establishes goals for environmental policy in Minnesota 

a. Based on agency priorities 

b. Creates a broad purpose for EQB 

c. Options to prioritize one goal to implement or development of 

best practices 

 

September through 

December 2011 

 

4. Environmental report card on environmental criteria due to Legislature 

a. Including measures 

b. Can use as a communication  tool 

 

January 2012 

 


